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Route Window C4: Bond Street Station (Davies Street)

Location plan of Bond Street station

6.1

Summary of Residual Impacts

6.1.1

The following significant residual adverse impacts will occur temporarily during the
utilities works, in addition to those identified in the main ES:
• Visual Amenity: The stages 2a, 2d, 3, 4, 5 and 6 works will result in additional
significant temporary adverse visual impacts on residents and workers at
27 South Molton Street, and at 360-372 (even) and 379-397 (odd) Oxford Street.
• Townscape and Built Heritage: The stage 4 and stage 5 works will result in
significant impacts on Grade II listed buildings at 24, 25 and 26 South Molton Lane
and 356-366 (even) Oxford Street.
• Traffic and Transport: increased journey times and distances for bus passengers on
routes 8 and N8 in stages 2a to 2f and stage 6.
• Traffic and Transport: increased delays and congestion for vehicular traffic if it is
necessary to close the junction of Brook Street and Davies Street in stages 2c and
the south side of the junction in stage 2f.
• Traffic and Transport: increased journey times and distances for vehicular traffic and
bus passengers due to single lane alternate working or the diversion of buses and
taxis from Oxford Street onto the surrounding road network in stages 4 and 5.
• Traffic and Transport: overcrowding on the footways of Oxford Street at peak times
in stages 4 and 5.
• Traffic and Transport: combined impacts in Oxford Street during stages 4 and 5 will
result in an impact of particular importance.
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The Utility Works
Overview

6.2.1

An overview of the utility works is included in the introductory text in Section 1.2. In this
route window the utilities works will be undertaken in seven stages. The timings of each
of these stages are shown in Figure 6.1 and the stages are represented graphically in
the maps in the SES2 mapping volume (S2a).
Key Assumptions

6.2.2

The specific assumptions adopted for the assessment of these works (in addition to
those listed in paragraph 2.1.3) are detailed below:
• the preparatory works will result in the main impacts whilst the commissioning works
will require utility companies to return at a later date to undertake these activities at
specific and local nodes;
• each stage will involve excavation, duct/pipe laying, chamber construction and
reinstatement except where specifically mentioned otherwise within the scheme
description text; and
• pedestrian access to retail premises will be maintained at all times.

Aerial view looking north along Davies Street and Gilbert Street
Scheme Description
Stage 1 (Duration 3 – 4 Months) Enabling Works
6.2.3

Stage 1 is the diversion of minor local utilities from the northern side of St. Anselm’s
Place to the southern side of St. Anselm’s Place (to enable construction of the southern
piled wall of the new ticket hall).
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Stage 2a (Duration 15 –18 Months) Enabling Works
6.2.4

Stage 2a is the diversion of various utilities from the western side of Davies Street to the
eastern side of Davies Street (to avoid the eastern piled wall of the new ticket hall).
Stage 2b (Duration 2 Months) Enabling Works

6.2.5

Stage 2b is the continuation of the diversion of a BT duct route affected by the eastern
piled wall of the new ticket hall.
Stage 2c (Duration 2 Months) Enabling Works

6.2.6

Stage 2c is the continuation of the diversion of a BT duct route affected by the eastern
piled wall of the new ticket hall.
Stage 2d (Duration 6 Months) Enabling Works

6.2.7

Stage 2d is the continuation of the diversion of a BT duct route affected by the eastern
piled wall of the new ticket hall. 24 hour working will be required.
Stage 2e (Duration 3 Months) Enabling Works

6.2.8

Stage 2e is the continuation of the diversion of a BT duct route affected by the eastern
piled wall of the new ticket hall. 24 hour working will be required.
Stage 2f (Duration 3 Months) Enabling Works

6.2.9

Stage 2f is the continuation of the diversion of a BT duct route affected by the eastern
piled wall of the new ticket hall. 24 hour working will be required for cabling and
jointing only. This is due to the number of joints that have to be made but it does not
involve excavations.
Stage 3 (Duration 12 Months) Enabling Works

6.2.10

Stage 3 is the diversion of various utilities from the southern side of Weighhouse Street
to the northern side of Weighhouse Street (to avoid the northern piled wall of the new
ticket hall).
Stage 4 (Duration 6 – 9 Months) Concurrent with the Main Civil Works

6.2.11

Stage 4 is the construction of a 4 m diameter shaft onto a Thames Water sewer in
Oxford Street. The shaft will be used to facilitate strengthening works to the sewer.
Stage 5 (Duration 6 – 9 Months) Concurrent with the Main Civil Works

6.2.12

Stage 5 is the construction of a 4 m diameter shaft onto a Thames Water sewer (Kings
Scholars Pond sewer) in Oxford Street. The shaft will be used to facilitate strengthening
works to the sewer.
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Stage 6 (Duration 6 – 9 Months) Concurrent with the Main Civil Works
6.2.13

Stage 6 is the realignment of the temporarily diverted sewer and water mains to the
original alignment in Davies Street. These works will coincide with the reinstatement
of Davies Street.
Stage 7 (Duration 2 Months) Concurrent with the Main Civil Works

6.2.14

Stage 7 is the realignment of a temporarily diverted water main to the original
alignment in Weighhouse Street. These works will coincide with the reinstatement
of Weighhouse Street.
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Figure 6.1 Programme for Bond Street station (Davies Street)
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Impacts on Townscape and Built Heritage
Baseline

6.3.1

The utility works are located within a townscape of high quality and high sensitivity. The
worksites are largely located within the Mayfair Conservation Area and Stratford Place
Conservation Area. The worksites also abut a number of listed buildings and structures,
which are located within these conservation areas. The full baseline assessment can be
found in the main ES, Volume 2, Chapter 8.

6.3.2

All stages of the utility works include works within or adjacent to townscape resources
of moderate or high sensitivity (eg listed buildings or conservation areas).
Direct Impacts on Listed Buildings

6.3.3

Stages 4 and 5 involve the construction of a 4 m diameter shaft in Oxford Street in
close proximity to the listed 356-366 Oxford Street. The works are unlikely to have a
significant impact on the listed building, but as detailed design of the works progresses
appropriate assessment will be undertaken and if necessary, mitigation measures
will be implemented.
Assessment, Mitigation and Residual Townscape Impacts

6.3.4

Stages 1, 2b, 2c, 2e, 2f and 7 utility works extend into areas of high quality townscape
and are in the vicinity of a number of listed buildings. The works will be of short duration
and consequently the impacts on townscape resources and the conservation areas will
not be significant.

6.3.5

The stages 2a, 2d, 3 and 6 utility works in Davies Street, Weighhouse Street, South
Molton Lane and St. Anselm’s Place are largely contained within the main worksite but
extend out into the surrounding streets. These works will extend the duration of the
works by approximately 40 months. The stage 4 and stage 5 works are in Oxford
Street, some 50 m to the north of the main construction site and the works will be
concurrent with the main construction works. When considered in addition to the main
construction works, these works will result in a larger area of worksite within the Mayfair
Conservation Area and would affect the setting of a larger number of listed buildings,
with significant impacts on Grade II listed buildings at 24, 25 and 26 South Molton Lane
and 356-366 (even) Oxford Street. In addition, there will be an increase in the intensity,
duration and extent of impact on other townscape resources already reported in the
main ES. However the additional utility works will not result in any increase in the level of
significance of impacts on these resources.

6.4

Impact on Visual Amenity
Baseline

6.4.1

Visibility of the utility worksites is restricted by the buildings that line the frontages of the
streets where the works will take place. The zone of visual influence for the utility works
will extend along Oxford Street, Davies Street, South Molton Lane, Weighhouse Street,
Gilbert Street and Brook Street. A mixture of high, medium and low sensitivity visual
receptors are located in or around these streets.
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Assessment, Mitigation and Residual Impacts
6.4.2

Stages 1, 2b, 2c, 2e, 2f and 7 utility works in St. Anselm’s Place, Davies Street and
Weighhouse Street will be of short duration and the impacts on visual amenity receptors
will not be significant.

6.4.3

The stages 2a, 2d, 3, 4, 5 and 6 works will result in additional significant temporary
adverse visual impacts on residents and workers at 27 South Molton Street, and at
360-372 (even) and 379-397 (odd) Oxford Street. Visual amenity receptors, previously
identified in the main ES, in the vicinity of the stages 2a, 2d and 3 utility works will
experience, in addition to the main construction works, increases in duration of impact
(of between 6 and 24 months). The stage 4 works will be concurrent with the main civil
works and will result in only a minor increase in the intensity of visual impact on the
previously identified receptors. But these utility works will not result in any increase in
the level of significance of impacts on these other receptors.

6.5

Impacts on Archaeology
Baseline

6.5.1

The baseline resources are the same as those in the area of the main works, as
described in the main ES, Volume 2, Chapter 8. In particular, there is moderate
potential for a Roman bridge and/or ford across the Tyburn near Oxford Street, and for
medieval and post-medieval water conduits near the junction of Oxford Street and
Davies Street, all of moderate importance.
Assessment, Mitigation and Residual Impacts

6.5.2

The excavation of shafts on the north and south sides of Oxford Street to facilitate
strengthening works to the existing sewers will completely remove potential
archaeological remains within the footprints of the shafts.

6.5.3

The excavation of a cut and cover trench for the diversion of the sewers in Weighhouse
Street and St. Anslem’s Place will completely remove potential archaeological remains
within the footprints of the trench (with the exception of the base of the alluvial
sequence of the Tyburn).

6.5.4

Construction of telecom, gas, electricity and water utilities, in cut and cover trenches to
a maximum depth of 2 m, has the potential to partially remove archaeological deposits
at the following locations:
• Weighhouse Street;
• St. Anselm’s Place; and
• Davies Street.

6.5.5

To mitigate such impacts, the incorporated mitigation will be implemented as set out
in the main ES, Volume 1, Chapter 3, (paragraph 3.7.13 onwards) to produce
preservation by record, probably as an archaeological watching brief. Sewer shafts are
likely to require localised archaeological excavation and others works will probably
require an archaeological watching brief. With this mitigation, no significant adverse
impacts are predicted.
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Figure 6.2 Route Window C4 bus routes

6.6

Traffic and Transport Impacts
Baseline

6.6.1

The affected streets are listed below. Parking bays, where they are provided, are noted.
Bus routes on the affected streets are shown in Figure 6.2.
• Oxford Street. Oxford Street is one of London’s primary shopping streets. It is a
designated strategic road that operates two-way, with the flow of traffic being
predominantly buses and taxis because of restrictions on access for general traffic.
The West One shopping centre and Bond Street underground station, which are
situated in the block adjacent to the Crossrail worksite, attract very large flows of
pedestrians. Both the north and south footways are over 6 m in width, but are
congested with pedestrians. The narrowest point of the carriageway is at the traffic
signal junction with Gilbert Street where there is a kerb build out, this section being
6.5 m in width. The traffic signal junctions of Gilbert Street and Davies Street are
marked as yellow box junctions but are often blocked by buses due to congestion in
Oxford Street.
• Gilbert Street. This street is one-way southbound from its junction with Oxford
Street to its junction with Brook Street. It is mainly residential with a number of
residents parking bays located throughout its length.
• Weighhouse Street. The section of the street affected by the works will be between
Gilbert Street and Davies Street. It has a point ‘No Entry’ located at the junction with
Gilbert Street, which means that traffic can only enter from the direction of Davies
Street. A servicing facility for West One shopping centre is located on the north side
of the street with two dedicated loading bays within the building frontage. These are
in regular use seven days a week. Emergency exits from the underground station,
shopping centre and offices above are located either side of the loading bays. The
street contains a residents parking bay.
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• St. Anselm’s Place. This is a two-way street which runs between Gilbert Street and
Davies Street. It has residents parking bays on the north side and a motorcycle bay.
The buildings on the south side of the road are residential.
• Davies Street (northern section). This section is two-way from its junction with
Oxford Street to the traffic signalled junction with Brook Street. South of Brook Street
it is one-way northbound. The bus route 8/N8 operates northbound along the whole
length of the road. A bus stop is located near to the junction with South Molton
Street. The street contains two general parking bays and a motorcycle bay. Frontage
properties are a mixture of office, residential and commercial.
• South Molton Street. This is a pedestrianised shopping street, with all motorised
traffic prohibited except for deliveries between 0700 and 1100.
• South Molton Lane. This narrow lane operates one-way from Brook Street to
Davies Street on the south western side of, and parallel to, South Molton Street.
• Brook Street. Brook Street forms part of the main eastbound route through Mayfair
between Park Lane and Regents Street and to the south of Oxford Street. It has
junctions with Davies Street, South Molton Lane and New Bond Street in the vicinity of
the works. The street contains general parking bays and some reserved for diplomats.
Assessment, Mitigation and Residual Impacts
6.6.2

Stage 1–St. Anselm’s Place: These works involve the diversion of utilities from the
northern side to the southern side of St. Anselm’s Place.

6.6.3

Works will be undertaken in sections and trenches plated over to maintain servicing to
premises on the north side and access to garages to the south. To facilitate the work it
will be necessary to suspend the residents and motorcycle parking bays for the length
of the works. Replacement provision will be sought in consultation with the highway
authority but the loss of the parking spaces is not considered to be a significant impact.

6.6.4

Stage 2a–Davies Street: Stage 2a of the works entails the diversion of utilities from
the western side to the eastern side of Davies Street.

6.6.5

During this stage Davies Street will be closed to traffic, in both directions, between St.
Anselm’s Place and a point north of the junction of South Molton Lane. Access to St.
Anselm’s Place and Weighhouse Street will be from Gilbert Street and it will be
necessary to introduce two-way working in Weighhouse Street, east of Gilbert Street.
The closure will mean that access to South Molton Street will need to be from Oxford
Street. South Molton Lane will be closed north of Davies Mews, with servicing taking
place from the latter street. With these minor changes in traffic management this is not
considered to be a significant impact.

6.6.6

The closure of Davies Street will require the diversion of bus route 8 and N8 which was
assessed as a significant impact in the main ES. General traffic will be diverted locally
and is not expected to cause significant impacts.

6.6.7

Stage 2b: Stage 2b is the continuation of the diversion of a telecoms route southwards
from St. Anselm’s Place to a point north of the junction with Brook Street.
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6.6.8

The impacts of the works in this section of Davies Street will be similar to those for stage
2a above. In addition, it will be necessary for servicing of Davies Mews by small and
medium vehicles to take place from South Molton Lane. Large vehicles will have to
service the road from Brook Street. This is not considered to be a significant temporary
impact. There are no parking bays within this section that will be affected by this closure.

6.6.9

Stage 2c: Stage 2c is the continuation of the diversion of the telecoms route across
the junction of Brook Street and Davies Street and connection to a manhole on the
southern side.

6.6.10

This is a busy junction with Brook Street which is one-way eastbound and Davies Street
which is one-way northbound south of the junction and two-way to the north. The
works at this junction will be undertaken in stages to minimise impacts on traffic and
pedestrians as far as reasonably practicable. Because the exact locations for these
works are not known at this stage, three possible scenarios were assessed:
• scenario a: the works will be planned so that traffic movements can be maintained
albeit with some reduction in carriageway width and increased delays;
• scenario b: as above, but further restrictions are required such that works will be
undertaken during night-time, weekday and weekend off peak periods to reduce
traffic impacts; and
• scenario c: complete closure of the junction will be necessary with the diversion of
traffic onto the local road network.

6.6.11

It is expected that significant impacts will be avoided in scenarios a and b. For scenario c,
however, the displacement of traffic is expected to cause congestion and delays on the
local road network and result in a significant impact.

6.6.12

Stage 2d: For the cable pulling and jointing works Davies Street will need to be closed
north of Weighhouse Street. Impacts will be as reported for stage 2a above.

6.6.13

Stage 2e: The closure of Davies Street at the junction with Davies Mews is required as
part of the cable pulling and jointing works described above in stage 2d. The impacts
resulting from the closure will be the same as for stages 2a and b above.

6.6.14

Stage 2f: It is likely that Davies Street will need to be closed on the southern side of its
junction with Brook Street for the duration of these works. Northbound buses on routes
8 and N8 would have to be diverted as described in the main ES, which is by way of
Grosvenor Street, Grosvenor Square, Upper Grosvenor Street, Park Street and Oxford
Street. This would add approximately 900 m to their journey and result in a significant
impact for general traffic, the additional journey lengths will not be significant. However,
it is likely that there will be delays at junctions on the diversion routes, potentially severe
at peak times, and this will give rise to a significant impact.

6.6.15

Stage 3: This work involves the diversion of a number of utilities from the southern side
to the northern side of the section of Weighhouse Street between Gilbert Street and
Davies Street. This includes a 1.2 m diameter sewer in a deep trench. The works are
likely to affect access to the West One shopping centre loading bays and the
emergency exits from the London Underground station and the West One shopping
centre and offices. The works will be planned to ensure that the emergency egress
arrangements are maintained. Access to the loading bays will also be maintained albeit
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with some restrictions. To achieve this, the detailed sequence of diversion works may
be revised to include some work at night-time, or during weekday and weekend off
peak periods, although it is not envisaged that this will change the overall duration of
this stage. During the detailed design phase it may be possible to eliminate the need for
the sewer diversion which would greatly reduce any impacts at this location, but until
this detail has been produced the assessment will assume the diversion is required.
6.6.16

Stage 4–Oxford Street (North Side): Strengthening works for the Thames Water
sewer will require the construction of an access shaft of up to 4 m in diameter on the
north side of Oxford Street. Oxford Street, in the vicinity of Bond Street station is a busy
route for buses and taxis and heavily used by pedestrians. Although the precise location
and extent of the shaft works is not known, they are likely to seriously affect the
movement of buses, taxis and pedestrians in Oxford Street.

6.6.17

A number of scenarios are possible:
• scenario a: The works will be limited to an area of the footway and/or carriageway
such that two-way traffic will be maintained with narrowed lanes. Pedestrian
movements will be accommodated with some restrictions.
• scenario b: The works will occupy an area of the footway and/or carriageway such
that only a single traffic lane can be maintained for a short section past the works,
with buses and taxis under single alternate lane working under traffic signal control.
Pedestrian movements will be accommodated with some restrictions.
• scenario c: The works will occupy an area of the footway and/or carriageway such
that only a single traffic lane will be maintained past the works. Traffic will operate
one-way over a section of Oxford Street with either eastbound or westbound traffic
being diverted onto parallel routes. Pedestrian movements will be accommodated
with some restrictions.

6.6.18

If scenario a is achieved it is likely that the works will be managed so that the impacts
for the users of Oxford Street will not be significant.

6.6.19

If scenario b is implemented, it is probable that with the high volumes of buses and
taxis in Oxford Street, single alternate lane working will cause major interruptions to flow
and will lead to severe traffic congestion in Oxford Street and the surrounding through
roads. There will be significant impacts for buses, taxis, pedestrians and for traffic on
the surrounding road network.
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6.6.20

Scenario c with the diversion of the eastbound or westbound traffic, will be likely to lead
to less overall traffic congestion. However, suitable traffic diversion routes are very
limited in the vicinity of Oxford Street. It will be necessary to divert buses and taxis
either eastbound via Wigmore Street or westbound via Grosvenor Street and Grosvenor
Square. The detailed routes and stop locations will need to be agreed with London
Buses. In either case there will be significant impacts on bus passengers due to
increased journey distances and diversion away from destinations in Oxford Street.
There will also be significant impacts on traffic levels and delays due to increased
congestion resulting from the transfer of buses and taxis onto the local road network.
In addition, the restriction of the footway is likely to cause a significant impact for
pedestrians due to overcrowding at peak times. The close proximity of the works will
mean that careful management of London Underground (LU) underground passengers
entering and leaving Bond Street station will be required to avoid
serious congestion.

6.6.21

Because of the importance of Oxford Street and existing congestion, it is considered
that the combination of impacts in scenarios b and c will result in impacts of particular
importance. With further investigation and design it may be possible to
revise the way the works are undertaken and reduce the impacts.

6.6.22

Stage 5 – Oxford Street (south side): Strengthening works for the Thames Water
Sewer (Kings Scholars Pond sewer) will require the construction of a similar access shaft
to that discussed under stage 4 above on the south side of Oxford Street. Impacts will
be the same as for stage 4 including the overall impact of particular importance.

6.6.23

Stage 6: During this stage the temporarily diverted sewer and water mains will be
reinstated to their original alignment in Davies Street. These works will take place at the
same time as the reinstatement of Davies Street. Traffic impacts will be as for stage 2a.

6.6.24

Stage 7: During this stage the temporarily diverted water main will be reinstated to its
original alignment in Weighhouse Street. These works will take place at the same time
as the reinstatement of Weighhouse Street. The works will be undertaken in sections
and it is likely that the road will be kept open without significant impacts.
Summary

6.6.25

Based on the above, the following mitigating measures will be required.

6.6.26

During stage 1, while works affect St. Anselm’s Place, replacement parking provision
will be sought particularly for motorcycles.

6.6.27

During stages 2a–2f, it will be necessary to undertake the following mitigation measures:
• introduction of two-way operation in Weighhouse Street, east of Gilbert Street;
• minor changes to traffic management to maintain access and egress for South
Molton Street and South Molton Lane;
• diversion of the northbound routes 8 and N8 bus from Davies Street;
• provision of temporary loading facilities for affected premises; and
• possible night-time, weekday and weekend off-peak working for works at the
junction of Davies Street and Brook Street.
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6.6.28

During stage 3, while works affect Weighhouse Street, night-time, weekday and
weekend off-peak working may be necessary to reduce traffic impacts.

6.6.29

During stages 4 and 5 it is likely that single alternate lane working or the diversion of
buses and taxis (either eastbound or westbound) from Oxford Street will be necessary.

6.6.30

During stage 6 the same mitigation measures as for stages 2a–2f may be required.

6.6.31

With the mitigation measures described above it is likely that significant impacts will be
avoided, except for:
• increased journey time and distance for bus passengers on bus routes 8 and N8 in
stages 2a–2f and 6;
• increased delays and congestion for vehicular traffic if it is necessary to temporarily
close the junction of Brook Street and Davies Street in stage 2c;
• increased delays and congestion for vehicular traffic if it is necessary to temporarily
close the south side of the junction of Brook Street and Davies in stage 2f;
• increased journey times and distances for bus passengers due to single alternate
lane working or the diversion of buses from Oxford Street in stages 4 and 5;
• increased delay and congestion for vehicular traffic as a result of single alternate lane
working or the diversion of buses and taxis onto the surrounding road network in
stages 4 and 5;
• overcrowding of the footways in Oxford Street at peak times in stages 4 and 5; and
• the combination of impacts in Oxford Street during stages 4 and 5 will result in an
impact of particular importance.

6.7

Noise and Vibration Impacts
Baseline

6.7.1

The noise-sensitive receptors that will potentially be affected by the utility works in this
location include the following:
• King’s Weigh House Church, Weighhouse Street;
• 23–38 Moore Flats, Weighhouse Street;
• 25–47 Cavendish Flats, Gilbert Street (south facade);
• 48–60 Hanover Flats, Weighhouse Street;
• 1–12 Hanover Flats, Binney Street;
• 29–55 Hanover Flats, Gilbert Street;
• 23–28 St. Anselm’s Place;
• 399–403 Oxford Street; and
• Stratford Place.
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Baseline noise levels were measured at one location close to six of the above receptor
locations in the vicinity of the works, 48 Gilbert Street (WE13). The baseline levels were
reported in the main ES, Volume 2, Chapter 8, (paragraph 8.6.83 and Table 9.12).
One further 3 hour measurement was undertaken specifically for assessment of the
utility works outside the Running Horse public house, 50 Davies Street (WE41). At the
other receptors the baseline noise levels were derived from data measured at the
survey locations. The baseline noise levels are presented in Table 6.1.

Table 6.1 Baseline Noise Levels at Representative Noise-Sensitive Receptors
Receptor

Daytime Baseline
Noise Level
LAeq, 12 hour dB

48 Gilbert Street (WE13)

63

Running Horse Public House,
50 Davies Street (WE41) 1

71

1

Evening/Weekend
Night-time Baseline
Baseline Noise Level Noise Level
LAeq, 4, 10 or 16 hour dB
LAeq, 8 hour dB
60

56

Short-term monitoring location (LAeq, 3 hr)

6.7.3

Ambient noise levels are low to moderate at 48 Gilbert Street, with levels typical of
central London backstreets. Significantly higher levels were recorded over a 3 hour
period at 50 Davies Street. Road traffic noise is the dominant noise source at both
these locations.
Assessment, Mitigation and Residual Impacts

6.7.4

The relevant mitigation measures set out in Appendix B1 of the main ES will be
employed to reduce construction noise impacts. The potential noise impact from the
various stages of the utilities works is considered below.

6.7.5

23–28 St. Anselm’s Place and 29 – 55 Hanover Flats. Stage 1 works will take place
in St. Anselm’s Place. These works will be carried out directly outside and adjacent to
23–28 St. Anselm’s Place and close to 29 –55 Hanover Flats. Due to the relatively low
baseline levels and the extent and proximity of the work, it is likely that these properties
will qualify for noise insulation, which will mitigate the impacts. It is noted that these
properties are also likely to qualify for temporary rehousing and noise insulation due to
noise impacts from the main works. With the noise insulation to mitigate the noise
impacts due to the utility works installed, no significant adverse noise impacts will occur.
These properties, therefore, fall into category 3.
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6.7.6

25 – 47 Cavendish Flats (south facade), 23–38 Moore Flats and 48–60
Hanover Flats. Stage 3 will take place directly adjacent to Cavendish Flats and close
to Moore Flats and Hanover Flats. On the basis that noisy works are likely to continue
for at least 10 days in a 15 day period or for 40 days in any 6 month period, then these
properties will be subject to significant construction noise impacts, which may include
night-time impacts, should the eventual construction programme require night working
for that period. However, given that the baseline levels are not high in this vicinity, it is
likely that these properties will qualify for noise insulation. It is noted that these
properties are also likely to qualify for temporary rehousing and noise insulation due
to noise impacts from the main works. With the noise insulation to mitigate the noise
impacts due to the utility works installed, no significant noise impacts will occur.
These properties therefore fall into category 3.

6.7.7

399 – 403 Oxford Street, Noisy works taking place for stages 4 and 5 are likely to be
required in close proximity to these properties and will continue for at least 10 days
in a 15 day period or for 40 days in any 6 month period. On this basis, the flats at
399–403 Oxford Street are likely to qualify for noise insulation. There may be a
requirement for night-time working, although this will not alter the assessment findings
for the Oxford Street properties which fall into category 2. If Stratford Place is used as
a storage area there will also be a likelihood of significant residual noise impacts from
night-time working at the residential property at 3 Stratford Place. However, this
property is also likely to qualify for noise insulation. Number 3 Stratford Place, therefore,
falls into category 2.

6.7.8

Stages 6 and 7: As these works will take place within the main worksite and as part of
the main programme of works, it is unlikely that stages 6 and 7 will give rise to impacts
at additional properties, although they may extend the total duration of time when noise
insulation will be necessary, temporary rehousing required or significant residual impacts
are likely to occur at properties already identified in the assessment of main works
presented in the main ES. These stages, therefore, fall into category 3.

6.7.9

The results of the utilities noise assessment for the various stages of work at this
location are summarised in Table 6.2.
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Table 6.2 Summary of Noise Impacts by Stage
Stage

Assessment

Western (Davies Street) Ticket Hall
1

This falls into category 3. These works will take place directly adjacent to 23 –28 St.
Anselm’s Place and 29–55 Hanover Flats. It is likely that these properties will qualify
for noise insulation, which will mitigate the impacts. It is noted that these properties
will qualify for temporary rehousing and noise insulation due to the noise impacts
from the main works. With the noise insulation installed, no significant noise impacts
will occur.

2a – 2f

The works in Davies Street works fall into category 1, as it is considered that the
duration of noisy works is unlikely to give rise to noise impacts over sufficient periods
to trigger the temporal criteria for significant residual impact or noise insulation.

3

This generally falls into category 3. These works will take place directly adjacent to
25 to 47 Cavendish Flats, (south facade) and close to 23 to 38 Moore Flats and 48
to 60 Hanover Flats. It is likely that these properties will qualify for noise insulation,
which will mitigate the impacts. It is noted that these properties will qualify for
temporary rehousing and noise insulation from the main works. With the noise
insulation in place, no significant residual noise impacts will occur.

4 and 5

These fall into category 2. The flats at 399–403 Oxford Street are likely to qualify for
noise insulation. This also applies should night-time working be required. With nighttime working and with Stratford Place used as a storage area, there will be a likelihood
of significant residual noise impacts at a residential property at 3 Stratford Place which
is also likely to qualify for noise insulation.

6
7

This falls into category 3 ie an extension of the same category of impact caused by
the main site works.
This falls into category 3 ie an extension of the same category of impact caused by
the main site works.

6.7.10

The results of the utilities noise assessment by receptor are summarised in Table 6.3.
Only properties qualifying for noise insulation, temporary rehousing or those predicted to
experience a significant noise impact under either of categories 2 or 3 are included.

6.7.11

Numbers 23–38 Moore Flats, 25–47 Cavendish Flats (south facade), 48–60 Hanover
Flats, 29–55 Hanover Flats, 23–28 St. Anselm’s Place and 399–403 Oxford Street are
likely to qualify for noise insulation to mitigate noise from utilities works.

6.7.12

The only additional significant residual noise impact in this area in addition to those
identified from the main construction works and presented in the main ES, will be at
Stratford Place.
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Table 6.3 Summary of Noise Impacts by Receptor
Property

Noise
Temporary Significant
Insulation rehousing Residual
Impact

Stages

Impact
Category
from Main
Works

Western (Davies Street) Ticket Hall
23–38 Moore Flats

✓

3

3
Temporary
rehousing

25–47 Cavendish
Flats, (south façade)

✓

3

Temporary
rehousing

3

48–60 Hanover Flats

✓

3

Temporary
rehousing

3

29–55 Hanover Flats

✓

1

Temporary
rehousing

3

23–28
St. Anselm’s Place

✓

1

Temporary
rehousing

3

399–403
Oxford Street

✓

4 and 5

None

2

3 Stratford Place

✓

4 and 5

None

2
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Route Window C4: Bond Street Compensation Grout Shafts

7.1

Summary of Residual Impacts

7.1.1

Noise and Vibration: There will be a significant residual noise impact for the educational
building at 15 Davies Mews.

7.2

The Utility Works
Overview

7.2.1

An overview of the utility works is included in the introductory text in Section 1.2.
Works will be required to enable the construction of three compensation grout shafts.
The timings of works for each of these shafts are shown in Figure 7.1 and represented
graphically in the maps in the SES2 mapping volume (s2a).

7.2.2

The likely location of the Bond Street compensation grout shafts are as stated in the main
ES, Volume 2, Chapter 8, (paragraph 8.6.17). Table 7.1 below, cross-references those
locations to this document and states whether utility works are required. If utility works are
not required then an assessment was not undertaken during the production of this SES.

Table 7.1 Grout Shaft Locations
Grout Shaft Location as Described in ES

SES Grout Shaft Number

Utilities Work

Western end of Davies Mews

1

Yes

Within Haunch of Venison Yard

2

Yes

Within Dering Yard (at rear of 67 New Bond Street)

3

Yes

Within Hanover Square worksite

4

No

Within Davies Street worksite

5

No

Key Assumptions
7.2.3

The specific assumptions adopted for the assessment of these works (in addition to
those listed in paragraph 2.1.3) are detailed below:
• the preparatory works will result in the main impacts whilst the commissioning works
will require utility companies to return at a later date to undertake these activities at
specific and local nodes; and
• compensation grout shafts not included in this section are not deemed to have a
significant effect on existing known utilities and have been scoped out.
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Scheme Description
Shaft 1 (Duration 3 months) Pre Shaft Construction (Duration 2 Months) Post
Shaft Removal
7.2.77

As the proposed shaft will occupy much of the width of Davies Mews, services in this
street will be diverted locally around the proposed shaft location. Through pedestrian
traffic will be maintained at all times but through vehicular traffic will be restricted. The
Thames Water sewer which is located approximately along the centre of the Mews will
be abandoned for the duration of the shaft works. This will require alterations to the
sewer connections into Davies Street and South Moulton Lane.

7.2.78

On completion of the compensation grout shaft works some of the utilities (in particular
the sewer) will be reinstated along their current alignment.
Shaft 2 (Duration 3 Months) Pre Shaft Construction (Duration 1 Month) Post
Shaft Removal

7.2.79

Works at shaft 2 entail the diversion of local utilities located within the yard behind
South Moulton Street. On completion of the compensation grout shaft works some of
these utilities will be reinstated along their current alignment.
Shaft 3 (Duration 1 Month) Pre Shaft Construction

7.2.80

This shaft will require the diversion of local utilities located within the yard. In addition the
shaft will impact on the HV electric cables that connect to the EDF Energy Networks
substation located in the back of 19 Hanover Square. This substation and the
associated cables are to be diverted as part of the Hanover Square ticket hall works
and were assessed as part of the main ES.

Figure 7.1 Programme for Bond Street Compensation Grout Shafts
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Impacts on Townscape and Built Heritage
Baseline

7.3.1

The compensation grout shaft utility works are located within a townscape of high
quality and high sensitivity. The works are within the Mayfair Conservation Area and also
abut a number of listed buildings within the conservation area. The full baseline
assessment of the sensitivity of the townscape within the Bond Street station route
window can be found in the main ES, Volume 2, Chapter 8.
Direct Impacts on Listed Buildings

7.3.2

There will be no direct impacts on listed buildings resulting from the additional
compensation grout shaft utility works.
Assessment, Mitigation and Residual Townscape Impacts

7.3.4

Compensation grout shaft utility works 1, 2 and 3 extend into areas of high sensitivity
and high quality townscape and are in the vicinity of a number of listed buildings.
However, the works will be of short duration and consequently the impacts on the
townscape and conservation areas will not be significant.

7.4

Impacts on Visual Amenity
Baseline

7.4.1

Visibility of the compensation grout shaft utility works is restricted by the buildings that
line the frontages of the streets where the works will take place. In the case of shaft 2
and 3 utility works, there will be no additional views as the works take place in spaces
or courtyards at the rear of buildings. The zone of visual influence for the utility works
will extend along South Molton Lane and Davies Street. A mixture of high and moderate
sensitivity visual receptors are located in or around these streets.
Assessment, Mitigation and Residual Impacts

7.4.2

The shaft 2 and 3 utility works in the Haunch of Venison Yard and at the rear of
buildings 67 and 68 New Bond Street will be of short duration and the impacts on the
visual amenity will not be significant.

7.4.3

Visual amenity receptors in the vicinity of the shaft 1 works will experience, in addition
to the compensation grouting works, increases in the duration of impact (of five months)
and an increase in extent. Overall, the additional utility works at Davies Mews will not
result in any increase in the level of significance of impacts on visual amenity identified
in the main ES.
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Impacts on Archaeology
Baseline

7.5.1

The baseline resources that might be affected by utilities diversions for the grout shafts
at Bond Street station are the same as those for the other utility diversions at this site,
see the main ES, Volume 2, Chapter 8.

7.5.2

The diversions of utilities in Davies Mews, off Haunch of Venison Yard, and at the rear of
19 Hanover Square have potential to partially or completely remove archaeological
remains (with the exception of the base of the alluvial sequence of the Tyburn).
Assessment, Mitigation and Residual Impacts

7.5.3

To mitigate such impacts, the incorporated mitigation measures will be implemented as
set out in the main ES, Volume 1, Chapter 3, (paragraph 3.7.13 onwards) to produce
preservation by record, probably as an archaeological watching brief. With this
mitigation, no significant residual impacts are predicted.

7.6

Traffic and Transport Impacts
Baseline

7.6.1

The impacts of traffic diversions as a result of the grout shafts were assessed in the
main ES. A number of shafts though, will be sunk at locations where there are existing
utilities, which will be diverted to surrounding streets either temporarily or permanently.
The affected streets are described below. Parking bays, where they are provided, are
noted below. Bus routes are shown in Figure 6.2.
• Davies Mews. This is a two-way road used for local access, with properties on both
sides requiring servicing. There are about five residents bays and a bay for some
seven motorcycles in this street.
• Haunch of Venison Yard. This is used for rear servicing of properties in South
Molton Street, Brook Street and New Bond Street.
• Dering Yard. This yard is gated and is used for rear servicing of properties in New
Bond Street and Hanover Square.
Assessment, Mitigation and Residual Impacts
Shaft 1

7.6.2

This shaft is located in Davies Mews and will occupy much of the width of this street.
During pre-construction stage, it is advisable to undertake utilities diversions during
stage 2e of the Davies Street utilities diversion. Davies Mews will be closed to traffic, but
pedestrian access will be maintained. In the traffic and transport assessment of the
diversion of utilities in Davies Street (as reported in Section 6.7 of this SES) it was
proposed that servicing of Davies Mews will take place in South Molton Lane for small
vehicles, and Brook Street for large vehicles. However, utilities diversion for this grout
shaft will also affect the junction with South Molton Lane. As this street is narrow it will
be necessary to close South Molton Lane to traffic and servicing to both affected
streets will use Brook Street. The closure of South Molton Lane is not expected to
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cause significant impacts and pedestrian access will be maintained, but the part closure
of Davies Street will be a significant impact. This was identified in the main ES and in
the main utilities assessment.
7.6.3

On completion of the compensation grout shaft works some of the utilities will be
reinstated to their current alignment. Davies Mews will again be closed to traffic, but not
pedestrians. It is recommended that this work is carried out at the same time as stage
6 of the Davies Street utilities diversion. This requires closure of Davies Street between
St. Anselm’s Place and a point north of South Molton Lane. To minimise impacts, this
closure will be extended southward to the junction with Davies Mews and the same
servicing arrangement described above will apply.

7.6.4

As a result of the closure of Davies Mews all parking bays will be suspended. Some
mitigation may be possible in consultation with the City of Westminster by the
conversion of general parking bays in Brook Street for use by residents and
motorcycles. Significant impacts are not expected during the period prior to shaft
construction. Following the removal of the shaft, however, the main construction works
will require a large number of parking bays to be suspended. The possible further loss
of parking spaces in the area during the reinstatement of utilities will add to the
significant impact already identified in the main ES.
Shaft 2

7.6.5

This shaft is located in a yard behind South Molton Street which is accessed via
Haunch of Venison Yard. During both stages of utilities work, it is considered that any
displaced servicing will use the unaffected section of Haunch of Venison Yard, or Brook
Street. This is not expected to be a significant impact.
Shaft 3

7.6.6

This shaft is located in Dering Yard. While work is being carried out any displaced
servicing will have to take place in New Bond Street or Brook Street. Significant impacts
are not expected, as the work is not expected to last more than four weeks.
Summary

7.6.7

Based on the above, the following mitigating measures will be required:
• the possible conversion of some of the general parking bays in Brook Street to
residents and motorcycle bays (for shaft 1). Significant impacts will remain during
reinstatement works due to loss of parking spaces.

7.6.8

With the mitigation measures described above it is expected that additional significant
impacts will be avoided except for the suspension of parking bays in Davies Mews
during the reinstatement of services, which will exacerbate the significant impact already
identified in the main ES.

7.7

Noise and Vibration Impacts

7.7.1

There are no noise-sensitive receptors within the close vicinity of the proposed
compensation grout shaft and associated utility works. Therefore, there are not likely to
be any construction noise impacts from the utility works.
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Route Window C4: Bond Street (Hanover Square)

8.1

Summary of Residual Impacts

8.1.1

No significant residual impacts in addition to those reported in the main ES will occur.

8.2

The Utility Works
Overview

8.2.1

An overview of the utility works is included in the introductory text in Section 1.3. In this
route window the utilities works will be undertaken in two stages. The timings of each of
these stages are shown in Figure 8.1 and the stages are represented graphically in the
maps in SES2 mapping volume (S2a).
Key Assumptions

8.2.2

The specific assumptions adopted for the assessment of these works (in addition to
those listed in paragraph 2.1.3) are detailed below:
• the area required for utility diversions is the same as that required for the main works.
This area will be hoarded off at the start of the utility works and remain so until
completion of the main works;
• the preparatory works will result in the main impacts whilst the commissioning works
will require utility companies to return at a later date to undertake these activities at
specific and local nodes;
• each stage will involve excavation, duct/pipe laying, chamber construction and
reinstatement except where mentioned specifically within the scheme description
text;
• the west side of Hanover Square will be closed to traffic for the duration of the
works; and
• pedestrian access will be maintained on the west footway of the west side of
Hanover Square.
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Aerial view of Hanover Square looking south
Scheme Description
Stage 1 (Duration 6 –7 Months) Enabling Works
8.2.3

Stage 1 entails the diversion of utilities to facilitate the construction of the Crossrail
shafts. This will include the temporary diversion of water mains, and the permanent
diversion of telecoms cables.
Stage 2 (Duration 2 Months) after the Main Civil Works

8.2.4

Stage 2 entails the permanent diversions of water and electricity cables in the west side
of Hanover Square.

Figure 8.1 Programme for Bond Street (Hanover Square)
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Impacts on Townscape and Built Heritage
Baseline

8.3.1

The utility worksites are located within a townscape of particularly high quality and high
sensitivity as are the surrounding streets adjacent to Hanover Square. The worksites,
which are within the Mayfair Conservation Area, are adjacent to a number of listed
buildings in Hanover Square. Hanover Square Gardens are protected under the London
Squares Preservation Act, 1931. The full baseline assessment of the sensitivity of the
townscape within the Bond Street Route Window can be found in the main ES,
Volume 2, Chapter 8.

8.3.2

The two stages of the utility works are adjacent to townscape resources of high
sensitivity eg listed buildings and conservation areas.
Direct Impacts on Listed Buildings

8.3.3

There will be no direct impacts on listed buildings resulting from the additional utility works.
Assessment, Mitigation and Residual Townscape Impacts

8.3.4

Both stage 1 and stage 2 works will be located within the main worksite and within the
Mayfair Conservation Area and adjacent to a number of listed buildings and a London
Protected Square (Hanover Square). When considered in addition to the main
construction works, there will be an increase in the duration of the impacts (of up to
nine months) on these townscape resources. The additional utility works will not result
in any increase in the level of significance of impacts on the local townscape resources,
the Mayfair Conservation Area or the setting of listed buildings.

8.4

Impacts on Visual Amenity
Baseline

8.4.1

The buildings that line Hanover Square restrict and contain the visibility of the utility
worksites. The zone of visual influence will not extend beyond the area already identified
in the main ES. A mixture of high, moderate and low sensitivity visual receptors are
located in or around these streets.
Assessment, Mitigation and Residual Impacts

8.4.2

Both stage 1 and stage 2 works will be located within the main worksite. No additional
visual receptors will be affected by the works, but when considered in addition to the
main construction works, there will be an increase in the duration of the impacts (of up
to nine months) for existing receptors. The additional utility works will not result in any
increase in the level of significance of these impacts.
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Impacts on Archaeology
Baseline

8.5.1

The baseline resources are the same as those in the area of the main works, as
described in the main ES, Volume 2, Chapter 8.
Assessment, Mitigation and Residual Impacts

8.5.2

Construction of telecom, gas, electricity and water utilities, in cut and cover trenches to
a maximum depth of 2 m, has the potential to partially remove archaeological deposits
at Hanover Square west side.

8.5.3

The incorporated mitigation measures outlined in the main ES, Volume 1, Chapter 3,
(paragraph 3.7.13 onwards) will be applied to the resources, to produce preservation
by record, probably as an archaeological watching brief. The sewer shafts will require
localised archaeological excavation. No significant adverse impacts are, therefore,
predicted to occur.

8.6

Traffic and Transport Impacts
Baseline

8.6.1

The worksite required for the utilities works in Hanover Square will consist of a large
part of the same area of carriageway as for the main construction works. This will
require the closure of the western arm of the Square between its junction with Brook
Street and a point south of Tenterden Street. In addition to this, a small section of road
on the north side of the Square, adjacent to the cabman’s shelter, will be included in the
worksite area.

8.6.2

Hanover Square is located south of Oxford Street and west of Regent Street. It forms
part of the main eastbound route through Mayfair between Park Lane and Regents
Street. Traffic flow around Hanover Square operates under a one-way (clockwise)
circulatory system. There is generally one lane of circulating traffic around Hanover
Square. Parking is permitted on both the inside and outside kerbs and is a mix of
vehicle parking (approximately 40 spaces), motorcycle parking (5 bays), coach parking
(2 spaces) and taxi parking (approximately 10 spaces). There is also a cabman’s shelter
with associated taxi parking on the inner kerbside on the northern side of the Square.
One bus route (route 3) operates through Hanover Square, entering from Hanover
Street and exiting at Harewood Place. There are wide footways around the outside of
the Square as well as a narrower footway around the central gardens.
Assessment, Mitigation and Residual Impacts

8.6.3

The works will be undertaken in two stages. During stage 1 water mains, telecoms and
electricity cables will be diverted prior to the main construction works and stage 2 will
involve the permanent reinstatement of some of these utilities during the main works.
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The impact of the closure of the western arm of Hanover Square was assessed in
the main ES. The assessment showed that the loss of the western arm of the square
to traffic could be mitigated by making the eastern arm one-way northbound and part
of the southern arm two-way such that normal traffic flow can be accommodated.
Mitigation was also considered possible for the loss of the cabman’s shelter and
associated taxi parking. The loss of the western footway and much of the Square’s
inner footway was assessed as not significant. Pedestrian access will be maintained
to properties. Although some mitigation may be possible, the loss of parking from
the western arm was, however, assessed as a significant impact.
Summary

8.6.5

The impacts of the utilities works will be the same as for the main construction reported
in the main ES. As reported in the main ES the only temporary impact will be the loss of
parking spaces from the western arm of Hanover Square.

8.7

Noise and Vibration Impacts
Baseline

8.7.1

The noise-sensitive receptor that will potentially be affected by the utility works in this
location is Hanover Square Garden.

8.7.2

Baseline noise levels were measured at Hanover Square Garden (WE18). The baseline
levels were reported in the main ES Volume 2, Chapter 8, (paragraph 8.6.83 and Table
9.12). The baseline noise levels are presented in Table 8.1.

Table 8.1 Baseline Noise Levels at Representative Noise-Sensitive Receptors
Receptor

Hanover Square Garden
(WE18)

8.7.3

Daytime Baseline
Noise Level
LAeq, 12 hour dB

Evening/Weekend
Night-time Baseline
Baseline Noise Level Noise Level
LAeq, 4, 10 or 16 hour dB
LAeq, 8 hour dB

66

60

62

Ambient noise levels are moderate at this location, with levels typical of central London
back streets. Road traffic noise is the dominant noise source.
Assessment, Mitigation and Residual Impacts

8.7.4

Stage 1 – Hanover Square Gardens: works will take place immediately before the
main works but within the main construction worksite. It will, therefore, be possible to
undertake the utility works behind the 3.6 m high site hoarding, which is proposed to
mitigate construction noise impacts from the main works. With the hoarding in place,
no significant residual construction noise impacts due to the utility works will be likely.
Stage 1 works, therefore, fall into category 1.
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8.7.5

Stage 2 works will take place after the main works but within the main construction
worksite. Noise generated by these works will, therefore, again be screened by the
3.6 m high site hoarding. With the hoarding in place, no significant residual construction
noise impacts will be likely. Stage 2 works, therefore, fall into category 1.

8.7.6

The results of the utilities noise assessment for the various stages of work at this
location are summarised in Table 8.2.

Table 8.2 Summary of Noise Impacts by Stage
Stage

Assessment

1

This falls into category 1, ie no significant residual impact.

2

This falls into category 1, ie no significant residual impact.

8.7.7

The results of the utilities noise assessment by receptor are summarised in Table 8.3.
No significant residual noise impacts are predicted to occur.

Table 8.3 Summary of Noise Impacts by Receptor
Property

None

Noise
Temporary
Insulation rehousing

Significant Stages
Residual
Impact

Category
Impact
from Main
Works
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Route Window C5: Tottenham Court Road West

Location plan of Tottenham Court Road station

9.1

Summary of Residual Impacts

9.1.1

The following significant residual adverse impacts will occur temporarily during the
utilities works, in addition to those identified in the main ES:
• Visual Amenity: the stage 3 works will result in additional significant temporary
adverse visual impacts for residents and workers at Dean Street, Great Chapel
Street, Carlisle Street, Oxford Street and Soho Square.
• Townscape and Built Heritage: The stage 3 works will result in a significant
temporary impact on the setting of the Grade II listed buildings at 90 Dean Street,
4–6 (odd and even) and 17 Carlisle Street and 187 Wardour Street.
• Noise and Vibration: Significant temporary residual noise impacts are likely to occur
for St. Patrick’s Institute of Education (24 Great Chapel Street) and the Medical
Centre (13 Great Chapel Street).

9.2

The Utility Works
Overview

9.2.1

An overview of the utility works is included in the introductory text in Section 1.2. In this
route window the utilities works will be undertaken in four stages. The timings of each
of these stages are shown in Figure 9.1 and the stages are represented graphically in
the maps in the maps in the SES2 mapping volume (S2a).
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Key Assumptions
9.2.2

The specific assumptions adopted for the assessment of these works (in addition to
those listed in paragraph 2.1.3) are detailed below:
• the preparatory works will result in the main impacts whilst the commissioning works
will require utility companies to return at a later date to undertake these activities at
specific and local nodes; and
• pedestrian access through Fareham Street will be maintained at all times.

Aerial view looking south along Dean Street
Scheme Description
Stage 1 (Duration 2–3 Months) Enabling Works
9.2.3

Stage 1 is the diversion of the Telewest telecom routes via Oxford Street and Wardour
Street. This will remove the existing route in Fareham Street and Dean Street.
Stage 2 (Duration 8 Months) Enabling Works

9.2.4

Stage 2 is diversion or water mains and sewers in Fareham Street and Diadem Court
and diversion of telecoms and electric utilities into Great Chapel Street. This is required
to enable the early construction of the shaft in the area bounded by Fareham Street and
Diadem Court. This stage also includes the installation of ducts and pipes in Great
Chapel Street.
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Stage 3 (Duration 19–26 Months) Concurrent with the Main Civil Works
9.2.5

Stage 3 is the diversion of utilities from Dean Street into the surrounding roads and
the pulling and jointing of cables in Great Chapel Street. This is required to clear
Dean Street for the construction of the escalator shaft, part of which will take place
in Dean Street. Works in Great Chapel Street during this stage will only involve the
installation and joint of cables and the connection of water, gas and sewers.
Stage 4 (Duration 2 Months) Concurrent with the Main Civil Works

9.2.6

Stage 4 is the reinstatement of the water mains in Fareham Street and Diadem Court
at the end of the main civil works.

Figure 9.1 Programme for Tottenham Court Road West
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Impacts on Town Landscape and Built Heritage
Baseline

9.3.1

The utility worksites are generally located within a townscape of high quality and high
sensitivity. The worksites are partly within the Soho Conservation Area and stage 1 of
the utilities works will affect a small area within the East Marylebone Conservation Area.
The full baseline assessment of the sensitivity of the townscape within the Tottenham
Court Road Route Window can be found in the main ES, Volume 2, Chapter 8.

9.3.2

All stages of the utility works include works adjacent to townscape resources of high or
moderate sensitivity eg listed buildings or conservation areas.
Direct Impacts on Listed Buildings

9.3.3

There will be no direct impacts on listed buildings resulting from the additional utility works.
Assessment, Mitigation and Residual Impacts

9.3.4

Stage 1, 2 and 4 utility works extend into areas of high sensitivity and high quality
townscape and are in the vicinity of a number of listed buildings. The works will be of
short duration and consequently the impacts on the townscape and conservation areas
will not be significant.

9.3.5

The utility works in Oxford Street, Dean Street, Great Chapel Street and Carlisle Street,
which will occur during the main civil works, are partly within the main worksite but
extend out into the surrounding streets. When considered in addition to the main
construction works, the stage 3 utility works will result in a larger area of worksite within
the Soho Conservation Area and will affect the setting of a larger number of listed
buildings. The stage 3 works will result in a significant temporary adverse impact on the
setting of the Grade II listed buildings at 90 Dean Street, 4–6 (odd and even) and 17
Carlisle Street and 187 Wardour Street. In addition, there will be an increase in the
extent and intensity of the impacts on other townscape resources already reported in
the main ES. However, the additional utility works will not result in any increase in the
level of significance of impacts on these resources.

9.3.6

The diversion of utilities via Sheraton Street, Wardour Street and Hollen Street will be
undertaken at the same time as the stage 3 works, and will be undertaken on a rolling
programme, with works in any one road not exceeding around two months duration.
This diversion will not result in any change to the significance of impacts reported
above.

9.4

Impacts on Visual Amenity
Baseline

9.4.1

Visibility of the utility worksites is restricted by the buildings that line the frontages of the
streets where the works will take place. The zone of visual influence for the utility works
will extend along Oxford Street, Dean Street, Wardour Street, Newman Street, Noel
Street and Sheraton Street. A mixture of high, medium and low sensitivity visual
receptors are located in or around these streets.
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Assessment, Mitigation and Residual Impacts
9.4.2

Stages 1, 2 and 4 works in Wardour Street, Fareham Street, Diadem Court and
sections of Oxford Street will be of short duration and the impacts on visual amenity
will not be significant.

9.4.3

The stage 3 works will result in additional significant temporary adverse visual
impacts for residents and workers in 8–15, 86–90, 91 and 92 (east facade)
Dean Street, 13 Great Chapel Street, 1–19 Carlisle Street, 87–89 Oxford Street
and 37–38 Soho Square.

9.4.4

The diversion of utilities via Sheraton Street, Wardour Street and Hollen Street will be
undertaken at the same time as stage 3 works, and will be undertaken on a rolling
programme, with works in any one road not exceeding around two months duration.
Due to the short duration of the works, the impacts on visual amenity receptors
will not be significant.

9.5

Impacts on Archaeology
Baseline

9.5.1

The baseline resources are the same as those in the area of the main works, as
described in the main ES, Volume 2, Chapter 8, excluding those specific to Falconberg
House and the village of St. Giles.
Assessment, Mitigation and Residual Impacts

9.5.2

The excavation of a cut and cover trench for diversion of the sewer in Fareham Street will
completely remove potential archaeological remains within the footprint of the trench.

9.5.3

The excavation of manholes to cut off the existing sewer in Dean Street will completely
remove any potential archaeological remains surviving within the footprints of the manholes.

9.5.4

Construction of telecom, gas, electricity, water and sewer utilities, in cut and cover
trenches to a maximum depth of 2 m, has the potential to partially remove
archaeological deposits at the following locations:
• Wardour Street;
• Oxford Street;
• Fareham Street;
• Diadem Court;
• Dean Street; and
• Carlisle Street.

9.5.5

To mitigate these potential impacts, the incorporated mitigation measures will be
implemented as set out in the main ES, Volume 1, Chapter 3, (paragraph 3.7.13
onwards). Sewer shafts are likely to require localised archaeological excavation. Other
works will require an archaeological watching brief. No significant adverse impacts are,
therefore, predicted to occur.
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Traffic and Transport Impacts

Figure 9.2 Route Window C5 bus routes
Baseline
9.6.1

All the affected streets, except Oxford Street, are of a similar character, being narrow
and fronted by small scale buildings that are mostly in commercial use and are serviced
from the street. Local bus routes are shown in Figure 9.2. The affected streets, which
contain no parking bays except where noted, are:

9.6.2

Fareham Street: This is a short one-way eastbound road between Great Chapel Street
and Dean Street.

9.6.3

Diadem Court: This is a narrow street between Great Chapel Street and Dean Street
to the south of Fareham Street which is for pedestrian use only.

9.6.4

Carlisle Street: To the west of its junction with Dean Street this road is a cul-de-sac little
used by traffic, but it contains residents parking for three vehicles and a doctors parking
bay. To the east of the junction, Carlisle Street is one-way eastbound and is the only way
into Soho Square. There is a parking bay for blue badge holders in the eastern section.

9.6.5

Dean Street (between Oxford Street and St. Anne’s Court): This road is one-way
southbound between Oxford Street and Carlisle Street, and one-way northbound south
of Carlisle Street. It provides the only access to Carlisle Street, which in turn is the only
route into Soho Square.

9.6.6

Great Chapel Street: North of its junction with Hollen Street this road is one-way
northbound and contains one general parking bay, and to the south it is one-way
southbound. The junction with Hollen Street forms part of a staggered junction which
also includes Fareham Street to the south.
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9.6.7

Oxford Street (between Dean Street and Wardour Street): This is a major shopping
street carrying two-way traffic and a very large number of pedestrians. Between the
hours of 0700–1900 Monday to Saturday access is restricted to buses, taxis and other
specified vehicles. The large numbers of buses and taxis mean that the street is busy
and sometimes congested.

9.6.8

Wardour Street (between and including the junctions of Oxford Street and Hollen
Street): This road is one-way northbound for its entire length and is heavily trafficked.
There are two general parking bays in this section.
Assessment, Mitigation and Residual Impacts
Overview

9.6.9

In this area the only direct west to east through route between Goodge Street and
Shaftesbury Avenue is Oxford Street, use of which is largely restricted to buses and
taxis during the working day. Drivers therefore seek alternative routes, but these all have
to pass through one of two streets, Old Compton Street (close to Shaftesbury Avenue)
or Fareham Street. This latter street and the streets which connect with it, including
Hollen Street, Wardour Street, parts of Dean Street and Carlisle Street, and Sutton Row
are therefore busy throughout the day. While Oxford Street is closed to general traffic,
Wardour Street (between D’Arblay Street and Hollen Street) is used by 900–1000
vehicles per hour, Fareham St is used by around 300 vehicles per hour and around 400
vehicles per hour turn left from Dean Street to Carlisle Street.

9.6.10

All changes to traffic management or on street parking described in the following
sections will be discussed with the City of Westminster, the local highways authority.
Stage 1

9.6.11

This stage is for the relocation of a telecom utility from Dean Street and Fareham Street
to Wardour Street and Oxford Street, including a crossing of Oxford Street at the
junction with Wardour Street. To minimise the impact on traffic this stage will be
undertaken in advance of any other works in the area as Wardour Street is expected to
carry a large volume of diverted traffic during the main works.

9.6.12

While work is undertaken at the junction of Wardour Street/Hollen Street/Noel Street,
the level of traffic impact will depend critically on the location of the utility connection.
Two scenarios have been assessed below.

9.6.13

Scenario a: The connection can be confined to either the north east or northwest
corner of the junction. It will be likely that all current turning movements could be
maintained and the number of pedestrians is sufficiently low that if a trench is excavated
in one of the footways they will be able to use the opposite side instead. Access to
frontage properties will be maintained. A significant impact is not anticipated.

9.6.14

Scenario b: The connection is on the southern side of the junction. It is expected that
the works will cause a major impact on local traffic movements. It will be necessary to
close one or more of the roads at the junction with consequential changes to other
roads in the area to maintain access. Delays will be likely and it will therefore be
preferable for the works to be undertaken at night or on Sundays when Oxford Street is
available as an alternative route. If work has to be carried out during the working day
there will be a significant impact. The overnight and Sunday closures and diversions are
not expected to cause any significant impacts.
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9.6.15

In the section of Wardour Street between Hollen Street and Oxford Street it is likely that
a lane for traffic will be maintained, but this will depend on the location of the trench.
Access will be maintained to frontages by undertaking the work in sections, but two
parking meters will be suspended. If a running lane cannot be maintained, traffic will be
diverted via Hollen Street and Great Chapel Street. No significant impacts will result
from either scenario.

9.6.16

The crossing of Oxford Street at the junction with Wardour Street and Berners Street
will be undertaken in sections to maintain two-way flow. This will require the removal of
the central refuge and minor adjustment to kerblines. If the utility has to cross the wide
mouth of Berner Street the work will also be undertaken in stages. Neither of these
crossings will cause any significant impact as most turns are banned although some
aspects of the work will have to be undertaken outside the busy periods of the day
(1100–1900) and at weekends.

9.6.17

While work is undertaken on the north side of Oxford Street, it should be possible to
maintain an adequate northern footway and one lane in each direction because the
trench will be comparatively small. If necessary, central islands in Oxford Street will be
removed. There is a bus stop between Wardour Street and Newman Street, and when
affected by the works it will be temporarily relocated to east of the junction with
Newman Street. This relocation will not be a significant impact. The reduction in road
width is not predicted to cause significant delays. The utility trench will also cross
Newman Street. To avoid significant impacts this work will be undertaken in stages,
with temporary modifications to the junction layout as necessary.
Stage 2

9.6.18

This stage of the utilities works will divert water mains and sewers in Fareham Street
and Diadem Court, and diversion of some telecoms and electric utilities into Great
Chapel Street. The pulling and jointing of electricity and telecoms cables will take place
in stage 3. Utilities diversions in this stage will take place concurrently.

9.6.19

While work is undertaken in Great Chapel Street, including its junction with Oxford
Street, the remaining carriageway will be narrow which will make turning out of the road
difficult. Currently, the right turn from Great Chapel Street is banned to all vehicles. The
left turn is prohibited except for buses, cycles and access only; during the works this
restriction will be extended to all vehicles except cycles. This will not be a significant
impact as no bus route makes the turn.

9.6.20

To maintain access for servicing, works along Great Chapel Street will be undertaken in
sections. The metered parking bay in Great Chapel Street will be suspended. This is not
a significant impact. When work is undertaken across the junction with Hollen Street it is
likely that Hollen Street will have to be closed, as a result vehicles servicing Great
Chapel Street will not have direct access to their frontage properties. In addition, with
restricted access in Oxford Street, this closure will block the only other west to east
route for local traffic via Great Malborough Street, Noel Street, Holden Street, Fareham
Street, Dean Street and Soho Square. This will be a significant impact, which will be
avoided by undertaking these works at night and on Sundays, when Oxford Street is
open to general traffic.
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9.6.21

Between Diadem Court and Sheraton Street, Great Chapel Street is very narrow and
will be closed to through traffic while works are in progress. Access for pedestrians will
be maintained to properties. If a compensation grout shaft is required at this location
then some of the utilities may need to be diverted elsewhere. This, and the impacts of
diversions required as a direct result of the grout shaft are detailed in Section 11.7

9.6.22

The section of Great Chapel Street between Sheraton Street and Carlisle Street is for
pedestrians only. It is likely that a pedestrian through route will be maintained while work
takes place in this section. If this is not possible a diversion will be signed by way of
Diadem Court or Fareham Street. Diversion via either route is not expected to result in a
significant impact.

9.6.23

Fareham Street will be closed to traffic, but not pedestrians, during this stage. Traffic
currently using Fareham Street to access the area around Soho Square will be diverted
via Shaftesbury Avenue and Dean Street. This closure will result in a significant impact,
as described in the main ES, and all relevant mitigating measures identified will also be
applied in this stage. Diadem Court will remain open while the works are in progress,
but will be narrowed. Depending on the remaining width, Fareham Street may be
signed as an alternative route for pedestrians.

9.6.24

The works in Fareham Street and Diadem Court at their junctions with Great Chapel
Street will be undertaken at the same time as the works in the southern part of Great
Chapel Street (as discussed above). Works in the same two streets will also extend into
their junctions with Dean Street. Depending on how far the works extend into the
junction it may possible to maintain a running lane past the junctions. If this is not
possible then Dean Street will be closed between Fareham Street and Diadem Court,
with the remaining sections between Oxford Street and Carlisle Street temporarily made
two-way for access only.

9.6.25

During this time servicing vehicles will reverse into Dean Street. The same proposal was
assessed in the main ES, Volume 8b, (paragraph 6.33) though at that stage some of
the adjoining properties will have been demolished. The need to reverse is a potential
hazard during the working day and it is proposed that servicing be restricted to those
times when Oxford Street is open to general traffic – which is when pedestrian flows are
lightest. Access to Soho Square would be via the southern section of Dean Street and
Carlisle Street. The assessment in the main ES for a similar closure did not report a
significant impact and therefore no signficant impact is predicted to occur.
Stage 3: Links

9.6.26

Dean Street (between Oxford Street and Carlisle Street): This street will be closed
during parts of the main works and was discussed in the main ES. With careful
phasing, the utilities works can be incorporated into the main works so that there would
be no additional impact.

9.6.27

Dean Street (between Carlisle Street and St. Anne’s Court): It is likely that it will be
possible to maintain a single lane for traffic. When work is near the junction with Carlisle
Street, the built-out kerb on the southeast side will be temporarily removed to allow
sufficient room for vehicles to turn into Carlisle Street. Resident bays on the west side of
Dean Street will need to be suspended or relocated. None of the above is expected to
cause a significant impact.
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9.6.28

Carlisle Street (west of junction with Dean Street): While the residents bays can be
temporarily suspended, the doctors bay will need to remain in Carlisle Street or be
relocated to a nearby parking bay. No significant impacts are expected.

9.6.29

Carlisle Street (between Dean Street and Soho Square): Works will be undertaken
in sections to allow the parking bays for blue badge holders to remain and servicing to
be undertaken.

9.6.30

Oxford Street (between Dean Street and Great Chapel Street): These works are
likely to be in the southern footway which is busy with pedestrians throughout the day.
The works will be planned in stages to maintain pedestrian movement. There is scope
to reduce the width of the carriageway, if necessary, to provide additional footway
space. No significant impacts for pedestrians or vehicular traffic are anticipated.

9.6.31

Great Chapel Street (including the pedestrian only section between Sheraton Street
and Carlisle Street): In this stage, works in this road will consist of pulling and jointing
cables. It is expected that works will be confined to a small area and will not cause any
significant impact for traffic or pedestrians.
Stage 3: Junctions

9.6.32

Oxford Street/Dean Street: The works will be carefully phased and are likely to occur
outside normal working hours because of the swept path of lorries leaving the Crossrail
site. No significant impacts are expected to occur.

9.6.33

Dean Street/Carlisle Street: Any works affecting this narrow junction will prevent large
vehicles from turning. It is important that when work is undertaken at this junction, the
northern section of Dean Street is fully open. It is likely that significant impacts will be
avoided by undertaking the works in two phases as set out below.

9.6.34

Phase 1: While work is undertaken on the eastern half of the junction, Dean Street
between Oxford Street and Carlisle Street will be temporarily made one-way
northbound (as is planned for the main works). The eastern arm of Carlisle Street will be
closed at its junction with Dean Street with access to properties from Soho Square.
Changes will be required to current traffic management to maintain access to Soho
Square. It is suggested that Frith Street could be changed to one-way northbound.

9.6.35

Phase 2: At other times when work is undertaken on the western half of the junction, it
will be carried out in sections so that access to the west arm of Carlisle Street is
maintained. Dean Street between Oxford Street and Carlisle Street will continue to be
one-way northbound as described above. In addition, Carlisle Street will be made twoway for its entire length and all turning movements at the junction will be banned.
Changes to traffic management to maintain access to Soho Square (and the west arm
of Carlisle Street) will be required as discussed above.
Stage 4

9.6.36

This stage is for the reinstatement of water mains in Fareham Street and Diadem Court.
It is concurrent with the main works and by this stage properties to the north of Diadem
Court will be demolished. Diadem Court will remain open while the works are in
progress, but will be narrowed. This will not be a significant impact.
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Summary
9.6.37

Based on the above, the following mitigating measures will be required.

9.6.38

During stage 1, while works affect the relevant sections of road, it will be necessary to
adjust kerblines, remove islands, re-site bus stops and suspend parking bays.

9.6.39

During stage 1, it may be necessary to carry out some of the works in Oxford Street
outside the busy periods of the day.

9.6.40

Also during stage 1, when work is undertaken at the junction of Wardour Street/Hollen
Street/Noel Street, if the connection is not on the north of the junction, it will be
necessary to undertake the works at night and on Sundays to avoid significant impacts
on through traffic and local access.

9.6.41

During the whole of stage 2, it will be necessary to suspend parking bays in Great
Chapel Street.

9.6.42

Also during stage 2, the following mitigation measures may be required:
• Fareham Street signed as an alternative route for pedestrians currently using Diadem
Court as a through route;
• divert pedestrians from Great Chapel Street between Sheraton Street and Carlisle
Street via Diadem Court, or if works make this road unsuitable, via Fareham Street;
• night-time and Sunday working at the junction of Hollen Street and Great
Chapel Street;
• if through traffic cannot be maintained in Dean Street while works affect its junctions
with Fareham Street and Diadem Court, close Dean Street in this section, with the
remaining northern sections changed to two-way for access only; and
• if the northern part of Dean Street is turned into a cul-de-sac access would be limited
to the hours when Oxford Street is open to general traffic.

9.6.43

During stage 3, while works affect the relevant section of road, it will be necessary to
apply the same temporary traffic management measures as described in the main ES
and additionally amend parking bays and adjust kerblines as necessary.

9.6.44

During stage 3, it is likely that works at the junction of Oxford Street and Dean Street
will have to occur outside the normal working day.

9.6.45

Also during stage 3, in addition to the above, when works affect the relevant sides of
the Dean Street junction with Carlisle Street the following mitigation measures will be
required:
Eastern and Western Sides:
• temporarily change Dean Street to one-way northbound between Oxford Street and
Carlisle Street, as is planned for the main works; and
• Carlisle Street temporarily changed to two-way between Dean Street and Soho Square.
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Western sides:
• ban all turning movements at the junction of Dean Street and Carlisle Street; and
• amendments to the local traffic management system to allow traffic to reach Soho
Square and the west arm of Carlisle Street. This would be likely to include temporarily
changing Frith Street to one-way northbound.
Eastern sides:
• closure of eastern arm of Carlisle Street at the junction; and
• amendments to the local traffic management system to allow traffic to reach
Soho Square. This would be likely to include temporarily changing Frith Street to
one-way northbound.
9.6.46

During stage 4, the same temporary traffic management measures described in the
main ES will apply. Diadem Court will remain open while the works are in progress,
but will be narrowed.

9.6.47

With the mitigation measures described above it is likely that significant impacts can
be avoided.

9.7

Noise and Vibration Impacts
Baseline

9.7.1

The noise-sensitive receptors that will potentially be affected by the utility works in this
location are limited to the following:
• 199 Wardour Street;
• St. Patrick’s Institute of Education (24 Great Chapel Street);
• Medical Centre (13 Great Chapel Street);
• 3 and 9 Diadem Court;
• West End Hostel (Diadem Court);
• 87, 88, 90 and 93 Dean Street;
• public house 89 Dean Street;
• public house 96 Dean Street; and
• 11 and 12 Dean Street.

9.7.2

These are noise-sensitive properties that are in close proximity to the proposed
utility works.

9.7.3

Baseline noise levels were measured at, or very close to, four of the above receptor
locations in the vicinity of the works as follows: 23 Great Chapel Street (WE20);
1 Dean Street (WE21); 18 Great Chapel Street (WE22); and West End Hostel, Diadem
Court (WE23). These were reported in the main ES Volume 2, Chapter 8, (paragraph
8.7.145 and Table 9.17).
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9.7.4

One further 3 hour measurement was undertaken specifically for assessment of the
utility works at 197 Wardour Street (WE 42). At the other receptors the baseline noise
levels were derived from data measured at the survey locations.

9.7.5

The baseline noise levels are presented in Table 9.1.

Table 9.1 Baseline Noise Levels at Representative Noise-Sensitive Receptors
Receptor

Daytime Baseline
Noise Level
LAeq, 12 hour dB

23 Great Chapel Street
(WE20) 1

69

18 Great Chapel Street
(WE22) 1

64

West End Hostel,
Diadem Court (WE23)

63

1 Dean Street (WE21) 1
197 Wardour Street (WE42)
1 Short-term

Evening/Weekend
Night-time Baseline
Baseline Noise Level Noise Level
LAeq, 4, 10 or 16 hour dB
LAeq, 8 hour dB

61

59

68
1

70

monitoring location (LAeq, 3 hr)

9.7.6

Ambient noise levels are moderate to high at most of these locations. This is due to
the combination of road traffic noise and the busy shopping and entertainment uses
in the vicinity.

9.7.7

With the extensive mitigation measures described above it is likely that significant
impacts will be avoided.
Assessment, Mitigation and Residual Impacts

9.7.8

The relevant mitigation measures set out in the main ES, Appendix B1 will be employed
to reduce construction noise impacts. The potential noise impact from the various
stages of the utilities works are considered below.

9.7.9

199 Wardour Street. Stage 1 will potentially affect this receptor. The nature of the
works is such that they would not normally result in the potential for significant impact,
where ambient levels are above 65 dB LAeq during the day. The stage 1 work will
principally be carried out on weekdays, but some night-time works may be required at
the junction of Wardour Street and Oxford Street. It is assumed that these works would
be likely to take place for more than 10 days in any 15 day period and will therefore
result in a significant night-time noise impact for 199 Wardour Street. However, this
property will be likely to qualify for noise insulation. Noise insulation will mitigate this
impact and hence there will be no significant residual noise impact. This property was
not previously identified as qualifying for noise insulation as part of the main ES,
so 199 Wardour Street would fall into category 2.
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9.7.10

Great Chapel Street properties and 3 and 9 Diadem Court. The Medical Centre
(13 Great Chapel Street) and St. Patrick’s Institute of Education (24 Great Chapel Street)
will be subject to significant residual impacts from stage 2 utility works, falling into
category 2. Numbers 3 and 9 Diadem Court will also be affected by stage 2 works and
will be likely to be exposed to noise levels that will result in qualification for noise
insulation. However, these properties will be acquired by Crossrail in order to build the
western ticket hall. Therefore, provided the buildings are acquired and the occupants
removed before the stage 2 utility works begin, it will not be necessary to install noise
insulation. Leaving aside early evacuation of these buildings, the impacts at these
properties would be classed in category 2.

9.7.11

96 and 93 Dean Street. The residential part of the public house at 96 Dean Street, on
the corner of Fareham Street and 93 Dean Street will also be affected by stage 2 works
and will be likely to be exposed to noise levels that will result in qualification for noise
insulation. However, these properties will be acquired by Crossrail in order to build the
western ticket hall. Therefore, provided the buildings are acquired and unoccupied
before the stage 2 utility works begin, it will not be necessary to install noise insulation.
Leaving aside early evacuation of these buildings, the impacts at these properties would
be classed in category 2. Stage 3 works involve utility diversions along Dean Street.
These receptors will again qualify for noise insulation as a result of these works and will,
therefore, also fall into category 2 for these works.

9.7.12

11, 12, 87, 88 and 90 Dean Street and Public House (residential component) 96
Dean Street. The stage 3 works involve utility diversions along Oxford Street, Dean
Street and Carlisle Street. All these residential receptors are likely to qualify for noise
insulation as a result of these works, and hence will not be subject to significant residual
impacts. This is because the works are programmed to last for six months and are,
therefore, assumed to remain for at least two weeks near to each noise sensitive
receptor thereby exceeding the 10 days in 15 temporal trigger. The narrow streets
would also cause reflections that would elevate construction noise levels. These
properties will, therefore, fall into category 2.

9.7.13

West End Hostel, Diadem Court. The stage 3 utility diversions along Dean Street are
likely to result in a significant noise impact at the West End Hostel. Stage 4a works,
involving the reinstatement of utilities in Fareham Street and Diadem Court, will also
result in a significant noise impact for the occupants of this building. However, the West
End Hostel utilities noise impact falls into category 3 because the assessment of the
main works notes that it will be subject to a significant residual impact and that its ability
to operate as a residential facility is likely to be impaired for a period of 11 months.
When more details of both the utility and main construction works are available, further
assessment will better define the impacts and appropriate mitigation measures for the
hostel. As noted in the main ES, Volume 1, Chapter 3, it is recognised that there are
some community facilities such as the West End Hostel, which are predicted to
experience construction noise impacts that may potentially affect their use. When
further details of the construction methods, timing and duration of the works are
available (during and after the detailed design), any nominated undertaker will take the
necessary steps to ensure that any adverse impacts are minimised.
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9.7.14

Alternative Route for Utility Diversions: For stage 2, alternative utility diversion
routes may be necessary via a combination of Dean Street/Diadem Court and Carlisle
Street/Sheraton Street/Wardour Street/Hollen Street. There are three additional noisesensitive receptors that would potentially be affected by these works. The properties
comprise a residential property at 171 Wardour Street , and residential accommodation
within public houses at 185 Wardour Street and 1 D’Arblay Street. The nature of the
works is such that they would not normally result in the potential for significant impact,
where ambient levels are above 65 dB LAeq during the day. Therefore, on the assumption
that only daytime or weekend daytime working is required, no significant noise impacts
will be likely.

9.7.15

The results of the utilities noise assessment for the various categories of impact are
summarised in Table 9.2.

Table 9.2 Summary of Noise Impacts by Stage
Stage

Assessment

1

Over most of the area affected, the work will fall into category 1. However, nighttime work will be required at the junction of Wardour Street. 199 Wardour Street is
likely to qualify for noise insulation as a result of this. Hence, part of the works will
be classified as category 2.

2

Over most of the area affected, the work will fall into category 2. Properties in
Dean Street will be likely to qualify for noise insulation. However, the West End
Hostel falls into category 3 because it will already experience noise levels from the
main construction works, which are likely to impair its function as a residential
facility. This is reported in the main ES, Volume 1, Chapter 3. When further details
of the construction methods, timing and duration of the works are available (during
and after the detailed design), the nominated undertaker will take the necessary
steps to ensure that any residual impacts are minimised.

3

Over most of the area affected, the work will fall into category 2. Properties in
Dean Street qualify for noise insulation. However, as described for stage 2, the
West End Hostel falls into category 3.

4a

Falls into category 3. The West End Hostel is likely to experience a significant
impact.

9.7.16

The results of the utilities noise assessment by receptor are summarised in Table 9.3.
Only properties qualifying for noise insulation, temporary rehousing or predicted to
experience a significant adverse impact, are included.
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Table 9.3 Summary of Noise Impacts by Receptor
Property

Noise
Temporary Significant Stages
Insulation rehousing Residual
Impact

Category
Impact
from Main
Works

Western (Dean Street) Ticket Hall
199 Wardour Street

✓

St. Patrick’s Institute
of Education (24 Great
Chapel Street)

✓

Medical Centre
(13 Great Chapel Street)

1

None

2

✓

2

None

2

✓

2

None

2

3 and 9 Diadem Court

✓

2

None

2

93 Dean Street

✓

2&3

None

2

PH 96 Dean Street

✓

2&3

None

2

87, 88 and 90 Dean Street

✓

3

None

2

PH 89 Dean Street

✓

3

None

2

11 and 12 Dean Street

✓

3

None

2

3 & 4a

Significant
residual
impact

3

West End Hostel
(Diadem Court)

✓

9.7.17

A number of properties are likely to qualify for noise insulation to mitigate noise from
the utilities works. These properties are located in Wardour Street and Dean Street.
In addition, some properties in Fareham Street and Dean Street that are to be acquired
for the main western ticket hall development are also likely to qualify for noise insulation
if they are still occupied while the utility works are being carried out.

9.7.18

Significant residual noise impacts are likely to occur for St. Patrick’s Institute of
Education (24 Great Chapel Street) and the Medical Centre (13 Great Chapel Street).

